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Learning outcomes
What we will learn in this lesson 

Expert Tip
Top Advice from the Pro’s 

Thinking Time
Think about what is asked

Discussion Time
Discuss/Work with a partner

To Do
Let’s Get Coding

Mouse
Click/Double Click

Ask your Tutor
Put up your hand when you need

Design
Time to get Creative

Checklist
Check over your work

Challenges
Extra work or Top Marks

Save
Save your work - MOST IMPORTANTLY 2



Lesson 1 - Coding for Two Players

Learning Outcomes:
● How to create a two player game
● Create a two player shooter game

○ With features like lives and ammo
○ Cool background
○ etc

REMEMBER: Put up your hand. We love to help!

Revision topics/ before starting make sure you know:
✅ Using void keyTyped()
✅ Using void keyReleased()
✅ Arraylist
✅ Classes
✅ constructor
✅ Using processing tabs
✅ Functions
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The problem

You may have noticed that using “if (keyPressed)” will only let us detect one 

keystroke at a time. This is clearly no good if we are going to have two players in 

one of our games - having only one player able to input at a time is more than a 

little limiting! You could have one player use the mouse, but there will be plenty of 

situations where that isn’t enough. Besides, there is a better way.

The solution

Using “void keyTyped()” and “void keyReleased()”, along with an ArrayList, we 

can add keys to the ArrayList when they are pressed, and remove them when 

they are released. Then instead of checking “if (key == ‘a’) {...}” we will check “if 

(characterArray.contains(‘a’)) {...}”. 
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Coding for Two Players

Create an ArrayList as follows (note that

 “Character” is what’s called the 

“wrapper class” for char, which we’ve 

seen before. A Character behaves very much like a Char).

In order to detect when a key is pressed we use “void keyTyped()”. This 

code will execute each time the user presses down a key. Note that the operating 

system will trigger a repeat if you hold down the key (notice this when you’re 

typing in any program - you don’t get a new letter every frame if you hold the key 

down, but you will get it to repeat if you hold it 

down long enough), so we need to be careful to 

only add a key if it hasn’t already been added. 

Remember that “!” means “NOT”, so 

“if !keysIn.contains(key))” will be true if keysIn doesn’t contain “key”. 



We can detect the player releasing a key using “void keyReleased()”. When 

they release the key we will 

remove it from our ArrayList - this means 

that ArrayList will always contain the list 

of keys currently being held down.

From there, all you need to do is swap out “if (key == ‘a’) {...}” for “if 

(characterArray.contains(‘a’)) {...}” and you should be good to go!
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Challenge Task

Create a new project, add two ellipses to the screen, and allow player one to control 

the first ellipse with W-A-S-D, and player two to control the other with I-J-K-L.

A Short Step-By-Step

If you’re having trouble visualising how this will work, this step-by-step 
might help:

● The game starts. ArrayList = { } (it is empty)
● Player one starts moving up by pressing ‘w’. ArrayList = { ‘w’ }
● Player two starts moving down by pressing ‘k’. ArrayList = { ‘w’, ‘k’ }
● Player one starts moving to the right by pressing ‘d’ (they are now moving 

diagonally up and to the right). ArrayList = { ‘w’, ‘k’, ‘d’ }
● Player two stops moving by releasing ‘k’. ArrayList = { ‘w’, ‘d’ }
● Player one stops moving by releasing both keys together. ArrayList = { }
● At each step along the way you will be checking for each letter you’re 

interested in, and updating the appropriate variable (“playerOneHozPos”, 
“playerTwoVertPos”, etc) as appropriate.



In this lesson we are going to use what we just learnt to create a two player 
shooter game. You will be able to use much of the code you have just written and 
you can decide exactly how these methods should look.

● Create a new project, and add classes for “Player” and “Bullet”
● In the Player class implement methods for 

○ display()
○ move()

■ Use the keys and what you learnt in coding for two players to 
control the player

■ This is slightly tricky to do and there are hints on the next page. 
Try to do it yourself first

○ run()
○ And a constructor

■ You decide what parameters this needs to have
● In the Bullet class implement methods for 

○ display()
○ move()

■ The bullet should move in a straight line
○ run()
○ wallCollision()

■ Returns true if the bullet has gone off the screen
○ And a constructor

● In the main file
○ Declare and instantiate a Player
○ Declare and initialise an ArrayList of Bullets
○ Add a bullet everytime the mouse is pressed

■ You need to figure out what direction the bullet should travel in
○ Remove a bullet if it has gone off the screen

Two Player Shooter
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Once you have the basic functionality done it is time to add some improvements.
● Make sure that both players are able to shoot bullets and that the bullets 

are removed when they go off the screen or hit the enemy player
● Add a gameover screen
● Give each player a certain number of lives
● Improve the look of the game
● Limit the number of bullets each player can shoot
● Add an AmmoPack class. This is an extra pack you can collect to increase 

the number of bullets you can fire



Try to solve these problems yourself before looking at the hints!

● The move function using the coding for two players can be tricky to write. 
First you need to pass in the ArrayList of keys. Then you need to check if 
the player is player one or player two.

● For the wallCollision method you will need to change the return type. If the 
return type is a Boolean you must return a Boolean. This should look 
something like below.

Hints!
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● If you are unsure of how to create a class, Google it. You should find an 
example that will help you remember.

● Hint: Search “processing classes”

Expert Tip
If see a hint and don’t see any text after it, try 
highlighting the text.

The move method 
definition should look 
like this

● Before you can check the player number you need to change the Player 
class. In the Player class you should declare a constructor which takes a 
number, “playerNumber”. This will tell it that you are creating player1 or 
player2.



In this lesson we are going to use what we just learnt to create a two player 
shooter game. You will be able to use much of the code you have just written.

● Create a new project, and add classes for “Player” and “Bullet”
● In the Player class implement methods for “display()”, 
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There is more than one way to decide which direction the bullet should 
move in when it is fired. One method is to make the bullet fire in whichever 
direction the player is moving. This means that if the player is not moving 
they shouldn’t fire a bullet.


